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We propose and experimentally test a method to fabricate patterns of steep, sharp features on
surfaces, by exploiting the nonlinear dynamics of uniformly ion-bombarded surfaces. We show via
theory, simulation, and experiment, that the steepest parts of the surface evolve as one-dimensional
curves which move in the normal direction at constant velocity. The curves are a special solution
to the nonlinear equations that arises spontaneously whenever the initial patterning on the surface
contains slopes larger than a critical value; mathematically they are traveling waves (shocks) that
have the special property of being undercompressive. We derive the evolution equation for the
curves by considering long-wavelength perturbations to the one-dimensional traveling wave, using
the unusual boundary conditions required for an undercompressive shock, and we show this equation
accurately describes the evolution of shapes on surfaces, both in simulations and in experiments.
Because evolving a collection of one-dimensional curves is fast, this equation gives a computationally
efficient and intuitive method for solving the inverse problem of finding the initial surface so the
evolution leads to a desired target pattern. We illustrate this method by solving for the initial surface
that will produce a lattice of diamonds connected by steep, sharp ridges, and we experimentally
demonstrate the evolution of the initial surface into the target pattern.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fabricating steep, sharp features with desired mor-
phologies on surfaces is a major challenge of materials
science. Certain methods are available by direct engrav-
ing, such as focused ion beam (FIB) or lithography [1–4],
but these require enormous time and energy. A promis-
ing method to efficiently make patterns on a large scale
by exploiting dynamics is to erode a surface with uni-
form ion bombardment [5–9]. A flat surface can become
unstable and develop features such as quantum dots or
hexagonal patterns [10–17]. Such spontaneous pattern
growth could spawn high-throughput methods to man-
ufacture periodic metamaterials such as optical antenna
arrays [18] and the split ring resonators used in negative
refractive index materials and optical cloaking [19].
However, because linear instabilities are neither small
enough nor amenable enough to control, interest has re-
cently turned to the potential for nonlinear dynamics
to create even steeper, sharper features [20]. Large-
amplitude, steep structures are of interest for three-
dimensional engineering applications such as microme-
chanics, microprocessor integration, data storage, and
photonic band gap waveguides. They are also of inter-
est in atom probe tomography, which uses samples fre-
quently created by FIB ion irradiation [21] and which is
strongly influenced by the geometry of the steep-walled
final samples [22]. Experiments and simulations have
shown that knife-edge-like ridges, varying on scales at
least an order of magnitude smaller than those acces-
sible to linear instabilities, can arise spontaneously on
uniformly bombarded surfaces, provided the initial sur-
face contains slopes beyond a critical value [23, 24]. This
suggests that one may be able to create steep, sharp fea-
tures by first pre-patterning a surface on the macroscale
– something that is relatively easy to achieve – and then
bombarding it uniformly to let even steeper, sharper fea-
tures form spontaneously.
In this manuscript we propose a theory to design pat-
terns on a surface using their nonlinear dynamics, and
we validate our approach experimentally. We argue that
there is a dynamical regime where the full nonlinear dy-
namics can be approximated by evolving a collection of
one-dimensional curves at constant speed in the normal
direction, and we show this model accurately describes
the experimental behavior of steep-walled pits propagat-
ing under uniform ion irradiation approximated via FIB
rastering. This model can be used to solve the inverse
problem of determining the initial surface pattern that
will evolve under uniform ion bombardment to a desired
target pattern, and as a demonstration, we numerically
design and experimentally create a lattice where the scale
of the lattice pattern is many times smaller than the scale
of the initial patterning.
Our model has several advantages over a direct nu-
merical simulation of the nonlinear equations for surface
evolution. First, it can rapidly determine how a given
initial condition will evolve, e.g. by directly evolving the
curves or using level set methods [25, 26], so the inverse
problem can also be solved efficiently, for example using
Monte-Carlo methods. Second, the full nonlinear equa-
tions require quantitative information about the macro-
scopic effects of uniform ion bombardment, such as the
yield function (atoms ejected per incident ion as a func-
tion of angle of incidence) and the magnitude and type
of smoothing physics, and this information is not always
known nor easy to obtain [27, 28]. Our model requires
knowing only one material-dependent parameter which
can be measured through simple experiments, so mea-
suring the full yield function and smoothing physics is
unnecessary. Finally, this method is intuitive so an ap-
proximate guess for the initial pattern can be made with-
out any sophisticated numerical techniques.
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FIG. 1. (a-c) Numerical simulation of surface height evolution under uniform ion bombardment (1), at area doses 0, 3
nC/µm2, and 6 nC/µm2 (simulation times 0, 0.8, 1.6.) Pits initially spaced O(1)µm apart collide and form ridges with widths
O(100)nm. By changing the initial pattern one can create a large variety of patterns made of these steep, sharp ridges. (d)
SEM image of the fabricated initial condition predicted to evolve into knife-edge ridges, and (e) the knife-edge ridges formed
after ion irradiation in the FIB, both imaged at 54◦ off-normal. Scale bars are 1 µm.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Evolving an Initial Condition to Produce a
Target Morphology
We begin by performing numerical simulations of the
fully nonlinear, two-dimensional equations for the evo-
lution of the surface height h(x, y, t) under uniform ion
bombardment, commonly described by the Sigmund the-
ory of sputter erosion [6]. When the surface slope varies
over length scales much larger than the lateral scale over
which an ion deposits its kinetic energy, the sputter in-
tegral can be expanded to yield the following nonlinear
partial differential equation [20, 29]:
ht +R(b) +B0∇ ·
(
1√
1 + b2
∇κ
)
= 0. (1)
The first-order term R(b) is the the average velocity of
erosion of the surface as a function of its slope b = |∇h|
(or equivalently the angle of the incoming ion beam). The
fourth-order term with magnitude B0 is a function of the
surface curvature κ = ∇·((1 + b2)−1/2∇h), which models
additional smoothing effects such as Mullins-Herring sur-
face diffusion [30, 31] or ion-enhanced viscous flow con-
fined to a thin surface layer [32]. Equation (1) can also
include second-order (curvature) terms [7, 33], but we ne-
glect these as the nonlinear dynamics we wish to model
can only occur when these are small [24].
The erosion function R(b) is related to the sputter yield
Y (b) by a constant of proportionality that changes its
units from [atoms out/ions in] to [length/time]. This con-
stant, as well as steep feature propagation speed, vary
with ion flux. Therefore, while we measure simulation
progress in unitless simulation time, it is more informa-
tive to track experimental progress with area dose, a mea-
sure of ion fluence delivered per area reckoned in a plane
parallel to the average surface. When ion flux is held
constant, area dose is proportional to simulation time.
We numerically simulate (1) using the erosion function
for 30 keV Ga+ on Si (see Materials and Methods), and
estimate length scales for this material combination. Fig-
ure 1a-c shows simulations that begin with a periodic ar-
ray of shapes punched out in the surface. The shapes are
initially 2.5 µm apart (centers 5 µm apart) and are steep
at their boundaries with nearly zero slope elsewhere. As
the surface evolves, the steep regions remain steep while
their location changes with time. Eventually the steep re-
gions collide and form ridges that are even steeper, with
widths of ≈ 100 nm. The resulting pattern is a lattice of
diamonds connected by steep, narrow ridges.
These ridges were shown in [24] to be a special solution
to (1) that arises whenever steep regions propagating in
opposite directions collide. The steepness and radius of
curvature of this solution were shown to be fixed numbers
that depend on the material, ion, and energy via R(b),
and we expect that certain materials can achieve much
3smaller length scales [23]. Because identical ridges arise
spontaneously, they are a useful structure to consider for
patterns as they are not sensitive to the initial condition.
To show that we can form a similar lattice of knife-edge
ridges experimentally, we use FIB to mill four pits match-
ing the initial shape used in simulations, then irradiate
under repeated boustrophedonic FIB rastering delivering
a low dose on each pass to approximate uniform irradia-
tion, as described in Materials and Methods. Due to dis-
crepancies in pit wall propagation speed (see SI section
A), we milled the initial pits with centers 4.4 µm apart
– closer than in simulations. Irradiation continued until
the pits impinged (Figure 1d-e). The resulting struc-
ture is close to that designed through our method and
predicted by the simulations, successfully demonstrat-
ing the formation of knife edge ridges under uniform ion
irradiation. One difference from the simulations worth
pointing out is that when pits evolved within 200 nm of
each other, the pit rim closest to the adjacent pit ac-
celerated and “reached out” to the adjacent pits. These
behaviors caused impingement to occur both sooner than
expected and over a smaller length of the rim. Bombard-
ment was continued after this impingement in order to
extend the lateral dimensions of the knife edges, and so
the knife edge evolved into a curved ridge. Indeed, our
simulations show that if bombardment continues beyond
the moment of impingement, the knife-edge ridges may
evolve into the curved shaped similar to those observed
in experiment (SI Figure 6).
B. One-dimensional curve evolution equations
We designed the pattern of ridges by solving an inverse
problem for the initial conditions, and we now explain
these calculations. The basic observation is that we can
draw a curve through the steepest parts of the surface at
every time step, and watch the curve evolve in time. Our
goal is to derive an evolution equation for the curve us-
ing only the curve’s intrinsic, one-dimensional geometry,
and not any information away from the region of high
gradient.
To look for such an equation we recall the theory devel-
oped in [23]. This showed that Eqn. (1) has a particular
traveling wave solution for the slope that is invariant in
one horizontal dimension, i.e. of the form hx = s(x− ct),
that acts as an attractor for the dynamics: if a surface is
patterned initially to have slopes above a critical value,
then the surface steepens and locally evolves to that trav-
eling wave. This wave is called undercompressive in the
mathematical literature [34–36] because it has the non-
classical property that information can propagate away
from it. In our system it is identifiable because it con-
nects a steep region with constant slope b0 = s(−∞) to
a flat region with slope 0 = s(∞), and it propagates at
constant speed c = (R(b0)−R(0))/(b0−0), where the con-
stants b0, c depend on the material, ion, and energy via
R(b) but not on the initial condition. When we extract
the slope and speed in the simulations of shapes such as
in Figure 1, we find that they are close to b0, c, suggest-
ing that the surface slope can be locally approximated
as a collection of undercompressive traveling waves with
slowly varying phase shifts in the transverse direction.
To understand how this collection evolves we consider
two different theories. Theory 1 simply advects curves
in the normal direction with speed c. If the curve is pa-
rameterized by α as q(α, t) = (x(α, t), y(α, t)), it evolves
according to
dq
dt
= cnˆ, (2)
where nˆ = ∂q∂α
⊥
/| ∂q∂α | is the unit normal to the curve.
This theory requires only one parameter, the wave speed
c, which can be measured by simple experiments. For
example, one can engrave a circular pit and measure the
rate of change of its radius, as in [24]. Theory 1 is a
natural heuristic, and is expected to be valid when the
steep parts of the surface form a curve that is nearly
straight, so it can be treated locally as a one-dimensional
traveling wave.
Theory 2 seeks to describe the evolution of transverse
perturbations to a one-dimensional traveling wave, by
looking for an asymptotically consistent solution to the
nonlinear, two-dimensional equations. We start by look-
ing for a solution whose slope has the form
hx = s(x − ct+ ψ(y, t)) + ǫu(x− ct, y, t) +O(ǫ2). (3)
We assume the scalings ∂y ∼ O(ǫ1/2), ∂t ∼ O(ǫ), with
ǫ≪ 1. We substitute this ansatz into the x-derivative of
(1) and perform a multiscale asymptotic expansion [37].
At leading order is the equation for s, which is satisfied
by construction. The O(ǫ) equation is
ut+Lu = a1(s)ψt+a2(s)ψ2y+a3(s)ψyy+a4(s)ψyyyy
(4)
where ai(s) are functions of the traveling wave (SI, eqns.
(B5)-(B8)) and the linear operator L is
Lu = ∂η((R′ − c)u)+
B0
[
∂2η(fd∂
2
η(sf)u) + ∂
2
η(f∂
2
η((
1
2
fds
2 + fs)u))
]
. (5)
We write η = x− ct, f(b) = (1+ b2)−1/2, fd(b) = ddbf(b),
and all functions are evaluated at s(η). We have included
the term proportional to ψyyyy from the O(ǫ
2) equation
because it is sometimes required to smooth (SI, section
D.)
The left-hand side of (4) depends only on the fast
variables η, t, so we can integrate over these to derive
a solvability condition. Suppose there is a function π(η)
such that L∗π = 0, where L∗ is the adjoint of L with
respect to the L2-inner product 〈·, ·〉 (i.e. it satisfies∫
x
u(Lv)dx = ∫
x
(L∗u)vdx for all u, v with the appro-
priate boundary conditions.) Taking the inner prod-
uct with (4) and requiring u to be bounded shows that
4〈π,RHS〉 = 0, where RHS is the right-hand side of the
equation. Therefore the phase will evolve on the slow
timescale as
ψt + c2ψ
2
y + c3ψyy + c4ψyyyy = 0, (6)
where ci = 〈π, ai(s)〉/〈π, a1(s)〉.
To find π requires solving L∗π = 0 with the appropri-
ate boundary conditions, which are π(−∞) = 0, π(∞) =
1 for the undercompressive traveling wave [35, 38–40].
Using these one can compute π numerically, and then
the constants can be found by numerical integration. The
condition of decay at −∞ is unusual and is what makes
this multiscale analysis novel. The condition arises in or-
der to control information that can propagate away from
the traveling wave on its undercompressive side (SI, sec-
tion C.)
Equation (6) forms the basis of Theory 2. It demon-
strates rigorously that the nonlinear dynamics of an
ion-bombarded surface can be approximated (for long-
wavelength pertubations) as the evolution of a collection
of curves on the surface, each one propagating at con-
stant speed c in a certain direction and changing shape
about this direction according to (6). The theory re-
quires four parameters: c2, c3, c4, and c. These can be
calculated numerically if the erosion rate R(b) and the
magnitude of the fourth-order term B0 are known for a
given material. If they are not known, they could be ex-
tracted from experiments which measure the evolution of
different shapes.
Note that Theory 2 considers perturbations about a
horizontal reference line, so it relies on a particular coor-
dinate system. Theory 1 on the other hand is intrinsic: it
depends only on the local geometry of the traveling wave
front. We expect that one could derive Theory 1 from the
governing equations (1) by considering a slowly varying
traveling wave, and additionally that one could derive the
next-order corrections to (2) as we have done in Theory
2. We do not do this here because, as we will show, the
difference between the predictions of the two theories is
so small as to be undetectable experimentally, but this
would be an interesting question for future analysis.
C. Comparing theories, simulations, and
experiments
To test how well Eqns. (2),(6) describe the propaga-
tion of steep features, we compared them with numerical
simulations of the full two-dimensional equations (1). We
started with a traveling wave computed as a steady solu-
tion to the discretized version of (1), applied a sinusoidal
perturbation to the surface slope in the transverse direc-
tion, evolved this surface numerically, and identified the
curve by the maximum of |hxx| as a function of y at each
timestep. We compared this curve to numerical simula-
tions of (2),(6) with the same sinusoidal initial condition
(Materials and Methods.)
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FIG. 2. Numerical tests comparing the curve evolution equa-
tions (2),(6) to simulations of the full dynamics (1). Left: ini-
tial surface slope hx(x, y, 0) = s(x + sin(
2pi
10
y)). Right: curve
extracted from full simulation (solid line), curve predicted by
(2) (blue dashed) and curve predicted by (6) (red dotted), at
times 2,7.5,12 (corresponding to area doses 7.5, 28.125, and 45
nC/µm2). The curves at each different time have been plotted
at 1/10 the actual separation in the vertical direction.
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FIG. 3. (a) Initial milled “clover” pit and (b) milled pit
after an area dose 30 nC/µm2 imaged under SEM at 30◦ off-
normal. Scale bars are 2 µm and identical.
Figure 2 shows the three curves at different times.
The curves predicted by the theories agree extremely
well with the curve extracted from the simulations. This
agreement is destroyed when the parameters are changed
from their predicted values, so it is not an accident. The
small discrepancies between theoretical predictions and
simulations are thought to come from two sources: nu-
merical discretization of the two-dimensional equations,
and higher-order asymptotic corrections to the theoreti-
cal curves. It is notable that the curves predicted by both
theories are also extremely close to each other, showing
that while they make different kinds of approximations,
they may be used roughly interchangeably. Therefore,
Theory 1 should be preferred under the conditions inves-
tigated here, because it is simpler.
We then compared experimental pit propagation to the
predictions of Theories 1 and 2. We started with a clover-
shaped hole, formed by milling four overlapping circular
pits (Figure 3) with radius 2.9 µm, centered at (±2.4
µm, ±2.4 µm). A fifth pit with radius 1.5 µm was milled
at the origin to remove the extra material not removed
by the other four pits. All pits were milled in paral-
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FIG. 4. The evolution of the clover-shaped pit under homo-
geneous FIB rastering of the entire imaged area, for irradia-
tion doses indicated. Theoretical predictions using equations
(2) (blue) and (6) (red) are superimposed.
lel in order to minimize the effects of Si redistribution
on pit walls. The initial and final pit morphologies, im-
aged using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) at 30◦
off-normal, are shown in Figure 3. The horizontal pit
width expands from 10.8 µm to 15.7 µm after an area
dose of 30 nC/µm2 Ga+.
We simulated the evolution of a curve using Eqns.
(2),(6) with initial condition set to the boundary of the
clover-shaped hole. We fit the propagation speed c to
that observed experimentally, since we were unable to
match it quantitatively from first principles (SI section
A.) The simulated curves are overlaid on the real-time
FIB images for comparison and shown after an area dose
of 0.07 nC/µm2, 15.00 nC/µm2, and 30.00 nC/µm2 in
Figure 4. Both simulations agree equally well with exper-
iment, overlapping at the pit walls with greatest radius of
curvature. At the four “kinks” with tighter radius of cur-
vature, the simulated curves vary from experiment by an
average of 0.1 µm. Both models could be used essentially
indistinguishably in these experimental systems.
D. Solving the inverse problem
Our numerical simulations and experimental tests
show that either Eqn. (2) or Eqn. (6) can be used to
predict the propagation of steep regions on the surface.
These are intuitive equations that make it easy to sketch
by hand an approximate initial condition for a surface
that evolves under bombardment to a given final pattern.
In addition, because evolving a collection of curves is fast,
the inverse problem can be efficiently solved more pre-
cisely by numerical methods, for example by Monte Carlo
simulations. To illustrate, we explain how we designed
the lattice in Figure 1a. Our target pattern is a periodic
array of tiles shown in Figure 5a. The black pixels are re-
gions where we wish the surface to be elevated, where the
borders are intended to be the knife-edge ridges. We will
make this pattern using a periodic array of curves, each
of the polar form r(θ) = r0(1+Re
{∑kmax
k=−kmax
wke
ikθ
}
),
where {wk}kmaxk=−kmax are parameters to be determined.
We set kmax = 8 and require the pattern to be formed at
a b
FIG. 5. (a) Target pattern used to design the lattice in
Figure 1, where black pixels are elevated regions. (b) Initial
condition with lowest cost (blue) and curve it evolves to (red).
The cost of this initial condition is the sum of the number of
white pixels lying outside the red curve, plus the number of
black pixels lying inside it.
a fixed simulation time T . These restrictions do not come
from realistic experimental constraints, but rather are in-
tended to illustrate the more general principle that one
can optimize over a constrained set of initial conditions.
We then used Monte Carlo simulations to find the ini-
tial conditions that lead to the desired pattern. At each
Monte Carlo step we varied one parameter, solved (6)
up to time T , and computed the cost as the sum of
the absolute discrepancy between the set of pixels ly-
ing outside each closed curve, and the target pattern.
We discarded moves that increased the cost with a cost-
dependent probability. Figure 5b shows the optimal ini-
tial condition after a large number of Monte Carlo steps
(blue) and the final curve that it evolves to (red). Figure
1a-c shows the evolution of this initial condition with a
simulation of (1); again there is excellent agreement.
III. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a method to make steep, sharp
patterns on surfaces, by pre-patterning the surface so
it dynamically evolves under uniform bombardment to
something that is much smaller-scale and more difficult
to make directly. Our method is based on the demon-
stration that for certain materials, ions, and energies,
the steep parts of the surface evolve as one-dimensional
curves which propagate at a constant speed in the normal
direction. This simplification agrees extremely well with
simulations of the full nonlinear dynamics, and over large
enough scales it also agrees with experimental measure-
ments of the evolution of steep-walled pits under rastered
FIB irradiation. On small scales, such as when steep
features approach each other to form sharp ridges, the
theory is not expected to apply because the governing
equations are based on a small-curvature approximation,
and indeed on these scales we observed several phenom-
ena that we do not yet understand. In addition, we were
unable to quantitatively predict the speed of the curve
6from first-principles, but this is easy to measure and then
incorporate into the theory. Therefore, we propose that
this method of evolving one-dimensional curves may be
used as a first approximation to determining a surface’s
final structure after uniform bombardment.
Evolving curves is fast, so it naturally leads to efficient
methods to solve the inverse problem of determining how
to pattern the surface initially so it evolves to a desired
target structure. We showed how to make a simple lat-
tice connecting diamonds with steep ridges, but one can
imagine making more complex patterns, for example by
starting with several different shapes, non-closed curves,
bumps instead of pits, or undulating topography, and
also by allowing the curves to continue evolving once they
intersect, to form gaps. The space of possibilities is large
and we expect that further understanding of the nonlin-
ear dynamics of ion-bombarded surfaces will lead to new
methods to invent and fabricate materials.
IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Experimental Methods
Samples were polished (001) Si wafers from Virginia
Semiconductor, Inc. and were irradiated using a ZEISS
NVision 40 focused ion beam (FIB) using NanoPattern-
ing and Visualization Engine (NPVE) software. Samples
were affixed to aluminum sample stubs using silver paste,
and dust was removed using an air jet prior to loading
into the FIB. The scanning electron microscope (SEM)
beam was switched off during FIB irradiation to avoid
the surface carbon contamination typical of SEM imag-
ing. The ion beam was 30 keV Ga+, with a current
of 1.5 nA, beam diameter 200 nm, center-to-center dot
spacing 100 nm, and dwell time 1.0 µs. Steep-walled pits
were milled by rastering the beam repeatedly, each time
delivering a small dose to the pit area and sputtering
away a thin layer of Si. The beam was rastered over the
milling area at least 10000 times to create each pit, ensur-
ing that the effects of non-uniform Si redistribution were
minimized. Circular pits were created by rastering the
beam in circles from the center outward to the outer rim
to create a maximally clean, steep pit wall. Circular pits
were overlapped to form the “clover” shapes. To cause
pit evolution, a square bombardment area was chosen to
overlap the pits. The same 1.5 nA, 30 keV FIB beam
was then repeatedly rastered over this area in a double
serpentine (boustrophedonic followed by its time-reverse)
scan, delivering a small dose in each pass to approximate
uniform irradiation. A depth of approximately 0.5 nm of
material was sputtered away with each pass of the beam.
Images of the pit shape were captured during irradiation
using FIB imaging using the secondary electron (SE2)
detector. Initial and final morphology were imaged using
SEM.
We found that the pit wall propagation rate was slower
than the theoretically-predicted rate; to counteract this
discrepancy and ensure impingement occurred at the cor-
rect moment during pit evolution, the initial pits were
milled closer than directed by the simulations.
B. Numerical Methods
All numerical simulations were performed using an ero-
sion function for 30 keV Ga+ on Si, found in [20] to be
R(b) = R(0)
√
1 + b2√
1 + b2µ2/σ2
×
exp
{
− a
2/σ2
2(1 + b2µ2/σ2
+
a2/σ2
2
− Σ(
√
1 + b2 − 1)
}
(7)
with parameters a/σ = 2.04, µ/σ = 0.658, Σ = 0.0462.
To simulate (1), we non-dimensionalized the equation
by scaling lengths by L = (B0/R0)
1/3, times by T =
L/R0, and the yield function by R(b)→ R(b)/R0 where
R0 = R(0). We then used a non-dimensional parameter
B˜0 = 0.02 so we could simulate scales much large than
the width of the traveling wave. We used a semi-implicit
numerical method introduced in [24]. The discretization
changes the undercompressive slope and speed from their
theoretical non-dimensional values of b0 = 3.89, c = 1.73
to b0 = 3.45, c = 1.84. We used the numerical values in
(2), (6) when comparing to simulations.
We simulated (6) using the same semi-implicit method
as [24] but applied to a one-dimensional equation. For
radial pits we assumed the phase ψ was a perturbation
to the radius r(t) so changed to radial coordinates by
making the substitution ∂y → r−1∂y. Coefficients ci
were calculated numerically by first computing the un-
dercompressive traveling wave solution s(η) using Mat-
lab’s bvp solver, then computing ai(s) using centered dif-
ferences for the derivatives, and finally computing π(η) as
the second element in the null space of the numerically
discretized version of L in (5) (the first element of the
discretized operator is always constant.) We performed
an affine transformation on π to ensure it had the cor-
rect boundary conditions since these are not required for
the discretized operator. The traveling wave and coef-
ficients were calculated for the nondimensional equation
and were re-dimensionalized using B0 = 0.02 to compare
to simulations and experiments. The non-dimensional
values were c2 = 0.866, c3 = −0.245, c4 = 0.231. To
re-dimensionalize we multiply c2 by L/T = R0, c3 by
L2/T = R
2/3
0 B
1/3
0 , and c4 by L
4/T = B0 (Note that
ψ has units of length.) For the experiments, we do not
know the true value of B0, but as long as it is small it
makes little difference to the curve dynamics.
We simulated (2) by discretizing the curve, calculating
tangent vectors with centered differences, and updating
each point on the curve according to (2). To prevent the
curve from self-intersecting we added a small term ǫκ1 to
7the right-hand side, where κ1 is the curvature vector, cal-
culated using centered differences on the normalized tan-
gent vectors. When the minimum separation between the
points parameterizing the curve dropped below a thresh-
hold we re-parameterized, by linear interpolation. This
step provides a smoothing that in some cases was suffi-
cient to prevent the curve from self-intersecting, so we
could use ǫ = 0. Otherwise, we chose ǫ = 1× 10−5. This
was small enough that the evolution was indistinguish-
able by eye from a curve which evolves with ǫ = 0 over
the regions that have not yet self-intersected.
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Appendix A: Speed calculations
According to the theory, the speed c of the curves is
uniquely determined by the yield curve and the type of
smoothing physics (but not its magnitude). We com-
pared theory to experiments, starting from the previ-
ously measured yield curve and our best knowledge of
the smoothing physics, believed to be surface diffusion.
In Figure 4, shocks were measured moving 80 nm over
a delivered area dose of 1 nC/µm2. For the flux used in
that experiment, this area dose corresponds to a time of
602 s. Thus, the experimental shock propagation speed
is found to be 80 nm / 602 s = 0.13 nm/s.
The shock speed is theoretically given as c = (R(b0)−
R(0))/(b0−0), and depends on the fixed slope b0 and the
erosion velocities R(b0) and R(0). The slope is b0 = 3.89
as described by Chen et. al. [20]. Theoretical values for
the erosion velocities R(b) can be derived using the sput-
ter yield Y (b), a measure of atoms sputtered away from
the surface per incident ion, by changing dimensions.
The sputter yield for normal incidence ions, Y (0) = 2.78,
is found using SRIM simulations and reported by Gian-
nuzzi et al. [41], which along with the equation for the
angular dependence of the normalized sputter yield mod-
ified by the empirical Yamamura correction factor [42, 43]
yields a value of Y (b0) = 21.5. The dimensional erosion
velocities can be calculated using these sputter yields and
the atomic volume of silicon, 2.00× 10−29 m3:
R(0) = 1 nC/µm
2
602 s
(
6.24×109 ions in
1 nC
) (
2.78 atoms out
ions in
) (
2.00×10−29 m3
atoms out
)(
1018 µm3
1 m3
)(
103 nm
1 µm
)
= 0.576nm/s
R(b0 = 3.89) =
1 nC/µm2
602 s
(
6.24×109 ions in
1 nC
) (
21.5 atoms out
ions in
)(
2.00×10−29 m3
atoms out
)(
1018 µm3
1 m3
)(
103 nm
1 µm
)
= 4.456nm/s
The shock speed from theory is thus c = (4.456 nm/s−
0.576 nm/s)/(3.89−0) = 0.997 nm/s, a factor of 8 larger
than that measured from experiment.
This discrepancy means that either there is something
wrong with the yield curve, or there is smoothing physics
that is not yet incorporated in the model. We do not
understand this discrepancy and leave it a question for
future research. Note however that this is not important
for the theory in this paper, since for the theory to work
what matters is that the speed and slope are uniquely
selected. We can simply measure the shock front velocity
by evolving circular pits, and use this measured velocity
to evolve shapes.
1. Knife edge ridge curving after initial formation
Simulation and experiment both demonstrate that
knife edge ridges become curved if irradiation continues
after the initial impingement of steep features, as shown
in Figure 6. The shape of the wall, with a central high
point, arises due to the slight curvature remaining in the
shape of the propagating walls at the moment of impinge-
ment, which causes the midpoint of the ridge to form later
than the rest of the ridge. This central high point is ab-
sent from the ridges shown in Figure 1e of the manuscript
because initial pits were spaced further apart, resulting
in a more uniformly-round shape at the moment of bom-
bardment. Furthermore, because the pits “reached out”
to each other when they evolved within 200 nm of each
other, the center of the ridge formed first, thus removing
the source of the central high point.
Appendix B: Detailed multiscale calculations
In this section we record the details of the multiscale expansion used to derive equation [6], the basis of Theory 2.
We work in the frame of reference of the traveling wave by defining η = x− ct. The η-derivative of [1] is
(hη)t + (R(b))η − chηη +B0∂η∇ · (f(b)∇∇ · (f(b)∇h)) (B1)
9FIG. 6. Left: simulated knife edge ridge behavior if irradiation continues after steep feature impingement. The initial hole had
a non-dimensional depth of -4, and the simulation was run until time 1.8. Right: SEM image of curved pit walls resulting from
irradiation after steep feature impingement, viewed at 30◦ off-normal. Initial pits were milled with centers 3.4 µm apart, and
irradiated with an area dose of 1.2 nC/µm2.
with f(b) = (1+ b2)−1/2, b = |∇h| =
√
h2x + h
2
y. We make the ansatz h = S(x− ct+Ψ(y, t))+h0(t)+ ǫh1+ ǫ2h2+ . . .
where s(η) = S′(η) is the traveling wave solution, and assume the scalings ∂t ∼ O(ǫ), ∂y ∼ O(ǫ1/2).
The O(1) and O(ǫ) parts of various terms are shown in the table below. The fourth-order term has been broken up
by first calculating k(b) = ∇ · (f(b)∇h) = ∂η(fhη) + ∂y(fhy), and then calculating m(b) = ∂η∇ · (f(b)∇k(b)).
To distinguish between various derivatives, we write a subscript “d” when we mean the pointwise derivative of a
function,with no chain rule involved, i.e. fd(s(η)) =
d
dsf |s(η). We write a ′ to mean derivative with respect to η, i.e.
f ′(s) = fd(s)s
′(η). All functions are evaluated at s.
O(1) O(ǫ1/2) O(ǫ)
h S + h0(t) h1
ht s+
d
dth0 sψt + h1,t
hη s h1,η
hηη s
′ h1,ηη
hy sψy
hyy ψ
2
ys
′ + sψyy
b s 12sψ
2
y + h1,η
f(b) f(s) fd(
1
2sψ
2
y + h1,η)
fy f
′ψy
(R(b))η (R(s))
′ (12Rds)
′ψ2y + (Rd(s))
′h1,η +Rdh1,ηη
k(b) (fs)′ ∂η[(fds+ f)h1,η] + fsψyy + (
1
2fds
2 + fs)′ψ2y
κy (fs)
′′ψy
m(b) (f(fs)′′)′′ = ∂ηη(f0k1,η + f1k0,η) + ∂η∂y(f0k0,y)
= ψyy · ((f(fs)′′)′ + (fs)′′′)
+ ψ2y·
(
(12fds(fs)
′′)′′ + (f(fs)′′)′′ + (f(fs′)′)′′ + (f(12fds
2)′′)′′
)
+ (f((fds+ f)h1,η)
′′)′′ + (fd(fs)
′′h1,η)
′′
Some auxiliary calculations:
f0k1,η = f∂ηη[(fds+ f)h1,η] + f(fs)
′ψyy + f(
1
2fds
2 + fs)′′ψ2y
f1k0,η =
1
2fds(fs)
′′ψ2y + fd(fs)
′′h1,η
∂y(f0k0,y) = (f(fs)
′′)′ψ2y + f(fs)
′′ψyy
Collecting up terms gives the O(1) equation
∂ηη(f(s)∂ηη(f(s)s)) + (R(s))
′ − cs′ = 0. (B2)
This is satisfied by construction, since s(η) is assumed to be a solution.
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Next we collect up terms for the O(ǫ) equation, and also include the term for ψyyyy from the O(ǫ
2) equation. This
gives, with u = h1,η:
ut + Lu = a1(s)ψt + a2(s)ψ2y + a3(s)ψyy + a4(s)ψyyyy. (B3)
The linear operator is
Lu = ((Rd − c)u)′ +B0 [(fd(fs)′′u)′′ + (f((fds+ f)u)′′)′′] (B4)
and the coefficients are
a1(s) = s
′ (B5)
a2(s) =
1
2
(Rds)
′ +B0
[
1
2
(fds(fs)
′′)′′ + (f(fs)′′)′′ + (f(
1
2
fds
2 + fs)′′)′′
]
(B6)
a3(s) = B0 [(f(fs)
′′)′ + (f(fs)′)′′] (B7)
a4(s) = B0(f
2s)′ (B8)
Appendix C: Boundary conditions for the
undercompressive wave
We elaborate on the boundary conditions used in the
solvability condition in the paragraph following Eqn [6].
These were justified rigorously in Bertozzi et al. [35], but
we include a heuristic version of the argument here for
completeness, treating all possible types of traveling wave
solutions to [1].
A general one-dimensional traveling wave solution has
the form hx = s(x− ct) and solves
c(s−br)−(R(s)−R(br))−B0
(
1√
1 + s2
(
s′
(1 + s2)3/2
)′)′
= 0
(C1)
with boundary conditions s(−∞) = bl, s(+∞) = br,
where bl, br are parameters [23]. The wave speed is found
by integrating from −∞ to +∞ to be c = (R(br) −
R(bl))/(br − bl). There are three types of waves, charac-
terized by the relation between c and the speed R′(bl(r))
of information propagation on either side of the wave:
• A compressive wave has R′(bl) > c > R′(br), so
that information propagates into the wave from
both sides;
• An undercompressive wave has R′(bl) < c > R′(br)
or R′(bl) > c < R
′(br), so that information propa-
gates in on one side and away on the other,
• A doubly-undercompressive wave has R′(bl) < c <
R′(br), so that information propagates away on
both sides.
A useful way of identifying the type of wave is by the
dimensions of the invariant manifolds at the endpoints
[23, 34]. Since (C1) is third-order, a traveling wave can
be thought of as a trajectory (s, s′, s′′) in R3 connecting
point (bl, 0, 0) to point (br, 0, 0). It must lie in the in-
tersection of the unstable manifold at η = −∞ (written
US(−∞)) and the stable manifold at η = +∞ (written
S(∞)). Linearizing (C1) and looking for exponentially
growing modes ∝ eµη shows that µ3 ∝ c − R′(bl(r)),
so US(−∞) is two-dimensional when c < R′(bl) and
one-dimensional otherwise, and S(∞) is two-dimensional
when c > R′(br) and one-dimensional otherwise. There-
fore a compressive wave occurs when the two invari-
ant manifolds are two-dimensional, an undercompressive
wave when one is one-dimensional and the other is two-
dimensional, and a doubly-undercompressive wave when
both are one-dimensional.
To determine the boundary conditions for the equa-
tion L∗π = 0, we analyze the left and right eigenfunc-
tions of the linear operator L. We have that Ls′ = 0,
since this is simply the linearization of (C1). Therefore
0 is an eigenvalue of L with right eigenfunction s′, so
there is a corresponding left eigenfunction π such that
〈π, s′〉 = 1. To find the boundary conditions that make
this normalization possible, we perturb the operator as
Lδ = L + δL1 and suppose it is analytic at the origin,
so that the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions also have a
perturbation expansion as [44]
φδ = φ+ δφ1 + δ
2φ3 + . . . ,
πδ = π + δπ1 + δ
2π2 + . . . ,
λδ = 0 + δλ1 + δ
2λ2 + . . . . (C2)
Here φδ is the right eigenfunction of Lδ, πδ is the left
eigenfunction, and λδ is the eigenvalue. L∗ will have
the same leading-order boundary conditions as L∗δ , which
follow by considering the growth of φδ, πδ near ±∞ and
the condition 〈φδ, πδ〉 <∞. Consider each case in turn:
• Compressive: Then US(−∞), S(∞) are both two-
dimensional, so generically they still intersect in a
trajectory when perturbed. Therefore φδ decays
exponentially on both sides, so πδ can grow on
both sides. Requiring it to be bounded implies
|π(−∞)|, |π(∞)| < const.
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In this case the solution to L∗π = 0 is π = const;
this is what one typically expects, for example for
periodic traveling waves [e.g. 45, 46]. The constants
in [6] are computed analytically as
c¯1 = (br − bl),
c¯2 = Rd(br)br −Rd(bl)bl,
c¯3 = 0,
c¯4 = f
2(br)br − f2(bl)bl, (C3)
where c¯i = 〈π, ai(s)〉.
• Undercompressive: If one of the invariant mani-
folds is one-dimensional, then generically a pertur-
bation to the equation will destroy the intersection.
If US(−∞) is one-dimensional, then φδ will grow
exponentially on the left, so πδ must decay expo-
nentially on the left in order to satisfy 〈φ, π〉 <∞.
Requiring it to be bounded implies the boundary
conditions π(−∞) = 0, π(∞) = const; the con-
stant can be chosen without loss of generality to be
1.
• Doubly-undercompressive: A similar discussion to
the undercompressive case implies the boundary
conditions are π(−∞) = 0, π(∞) = 0.
Appendix D: Which terms to include in Theory 2?
Here we justify including a fourth-order term c4ψyyyy
in [6].
The multiscale expansion to O(ǫ) would include only
the terms c2ψ
2
y , c3ψyy. We have found that the viscous
term c3ψyy is sometimes very small – for a compressive
wave c3 = 0 (this is explained in section C), and for an
undercompressive wave we have found that by varying
R(b) the magnitude of c3 can sometimes be very small.
In addition there is no guarantee that the sign is posi-
tive. With no viscous nor fourth-order term, there is no
smoothing mechanism: [6] is a Hamilton-Jacobi equa-
tion that advects ψy while causing it to sharpen until its
derivatives blow up. Therefore smaller length scales are
created and terms from the second-order equation will
become as important as those in the first-order equation
in the regions of high gradient.
Which terms will be the first to become large? To
answer this, we proceed as in a boundary-layer analy-
sis and seek the largest length scale L(ǫ) such that at
least one higher-order term becomes O(ǫ) under the scal-
ing y¯ = (L(ǫ))−1y. In introducing this new scale we
assume that ψy maintains its original magnitude, i.e.
ψy ∼ O(ǫ1/2), but that its derivatives can become large
due to the Hamilton-Jacobi dynamics. We look at the
terms in the O(ǫ2) equation, which has the form [47]
vt + Lv = (·)ψyyyy + (·)ψyψyyy + (·)ψ2yy + (·)ψ2yψyy + (·)ψ4y +
(
(·)u)
η
ψ2y + (·)uηηηψyy
+ (·)uηηηyψy + (·)uηηηηψ2y + uηψt¯ +
(
(·)
∫
η
uy
)
η
ψy +
(
(·)u2)
η
+ (·)uηηyy . (D1)
Here v is the O(ǫ2) perturbation to hx, and (·) repre-
sents some function of s(η). Somewhat surprisingly, the
right-hand side includes terms proportional to u(·). For
a compressive wave, the coefficients of these terms after
integrating over the fast variables are ci = 0, but for a
non-compressive wave the perturbations evolve nonlin-
early in general [38].
By applying the new scaling to each of the terms, we
find that when L(ǫ) = ǫ1/6 then ψyyyy → ψy¯yy¯y¯y¯ ∼
ǫ1/2+3·1/6 = ǫ but that all other terms are higher-order.
Therefore we include this term and obtain a well-posed
curve evolution equation: smaller scales can be created
by the Hamilton-Jacobi dynamics, but these are subse-
quently suppressed by the fourth-order smoothing before
other terms become important.
